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The Singapore Youth Flying Club (SYFC) welcomes the new
batches of student pilots from various institutions to participate
in our Private Pilot Licence (PPL) flying course. It is heartwarming
to see their enthusiasm, excitement and eagerness to take to the
air to experience the thrill of flying in the DA 40 aircraft.
To strengthen and deepen students’ interest and learning in
flying, the Club organizes visits to RSAF flying units. These field
trips serves to enhance their knowledge on aircraft systems and
how RSAF’s flying squadrons conduct its training on pilots. A
few fortunate students will even get a chance to experience a
flight in the RSAF’s Fighting Falcon aircraft. Students also get
the exposure to go on navigation flights to Malaysia. The basic
navigation skills they learned will provide a good foundation for
them to build on during their pilot training in the RSAF.
On safety, we are pleased to award safety letters of commendation
to two students who performed calmly and competently in landing
the aircraft safely when faced with a malfunction of one of its
primary instrument display. The training of students to deal with
the unexpected is a key focus area of the PPL course. We look
forward to see more Singapore youths applying to participate in
our PPL course and fly in the DA 40.
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F16

FAMILIARISATION
FLIGHT.

The F16 Familiarisation
flights were surreal. It
was a whole new flight
experience, totally
different from our
DA40 flight at the
Singapore Youth
Flying Club. For a day,
we got to experience
what fighter pilots do in the RSAF.
The pilots for the famil flights
were CPT Quek Kwan Yi,
call-sign ‘Fury’ and LTC
Stanley Selva, call-sign
‘Stealth’. We taxied
out to the holding
point and performed
further checks
prior to the takeoff.
While we were
holding, we saw 2
other F16s roaring
down the runway
with full afterburner.
Soon it was our turn
for takeoff. The F16
accelerated so quickly,
our bodies were pinned
to the inclined seats of
the aircraft.
We cruised our way to the training area in South
China Sea. Both aircraft played intercepting roles

and we were thrilled to be able to ‘’lock onto” to our
“threat” so quickly with just a few tight turns. Both
Captains of the aircraft then throttled up to gain
speed, the Mach meter shows Mach 1.06 quickly.
Making use of the speed gained, both aircraft did a
vertical climb to further show the aircraft capabilities.
To help us relax after the climb, both F16s did some
aerobatic menoeuvres like split-S, roll-off-the-top,
a full loop and some aileron turns. The highlight of
the day ended with a 6.4G turns for us, the G-suits
helping us to retain consciousness during the high
G- turns. We were taught to tighten our core muscles
and legs to prevent G_LOC. Both of us agree that this
moment of high G forces acting on our bodies was
the most exhaustive time of the entire flight.
Soon, it was time to return to base. Before that, we
did a battle damage check in close formation. We
visually checked each other’s aircraft for any damage.
The landing speed of the F16 was about 180 knots
which is more than two times the landing speed of
the DA40. After touchdown, the F16 has to pitch its
nose high up in order to bleed off the airspeed.
We were extremely honoured to be given this rare
opportunity by SYFC and the RSAF to ride in the
F16. We hope that we will be able to command such
powerful aircraft like the F16 in the near future, and
this flight has motivated us to work harder towards
this goal.
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Gan Kevan Mak and Kwok Zhong Han.

NAV TRIP TO
19 NOV 2014

MALACCA.

Going to the Malacca navigation trip was definitely an
eye-opener. It was very different as compared to the
normal training flights a student pilot would experience
in SYFC. The position reporting, looking out for
unfamiliar ground features and referencing to the map
were overwhelming yet fulfilling and it was certainly a
great learning experience that I would recommend all
students of the SYFC to take on. Not only does it teach
us what is out there outside of Singapore airspace,
it will also familiarise us with a training module that is
not included in our PPL and prepare us for our future
career, should we choose flying as our career path. A
great thank you to Mr. Lee SL and Mr. Dennis Dewitt for
bringing my friends and I there and making it a trip that
will forever be etched in my mind.
Tan Wei Han Justin
The navigation flight to Malacca has been a fun
and enriching experience. Before the flight, I was
very excited and the trip certainly did not disappoint.
It was really cool to experience flying out of Singapore
airspace and to navigate through checkpoints. Not only
have I learnt and understood how cross country flights
are made, I have also enjoyed myself from touring
and eating their local food.
Ng Yu Ching Jane

fortunate enough to be selected for the navigation
trip to Malacca. Flying to Malacca was definitely an eyeopener as the things we learned during the navigation
flight were so different from the things we were taught
position reporting as a student pilot during training
from the radio calls, position reporting to looking out
for landmarks, distinct ground features and comparing
them to maps so as to ensure we are following our
designated flight route. Apart from the educational
aspect, having flown in a Diamond Da40 to Malacca
at low altitudes allows us to enjoy the lush and vibrant
scenery. All in all, it was an absolutely breath-taking
experience and a great learning journey, one that I
certainly will not forget.
Low Tjen Hau Aidan
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My experience on my navigation trip was a very
fun-filled and pleasant one. From the start of the day,
even before we got on our planes, it was already an
all-new experience for me. Going through immigration
at Seletar Airport is something I have never done before,
and I think that I will not have too many chances to do
so too. I mean, how often do you get to walk through
immigration via a passageway used by people who own
their very own private jets? As we walked out to the
parking bay, it was a totally different feel from when we
walk out for our training flights from SYFC. Walking past
other private jets, and feeling the wind as I walked to the

plane, it was really a feeling
that cannot be captured in
words. Throughout the flight,
I enjoyed an awesome view over
Malaysia on the way to Malacca, and
this is also something that we will not get
to do much ourselves as commercial planes are
too high for us to enjoy any form of scenery unless the
plane is approaching the ground for a landing. Following
the flight route and recognizing land features on the way
is very interesting as land features in Malaysia are very
different from what we see in Singapore. In Malaysia,
one can see an abundance of palm plantations,
quarries and mountains. A scenery that struck me with
the deepest impression was a turquoise-coloured river
in Muar, a large town in Malaysia. In a nutshell,
given a chance to go on a navigation trip again,
I would definitely agree without a second thought
and I recommend everyone who is given the
opportunities to go for it, and I assure he or she
will have an unforgettable memory.
Lye Tee Yin Joel
Shortly after receiving my PPL license, I was

STUDENTS'
VIEWS.
FIRST SOLO

.

"My first solo flight
was a very
surreal and fun
experience."
It was definitely an
unforgettable experience
that I will always cherish
and never forget.
Muhd Danish RI1-14.
My first solo flight was
an unforgettable memory.
It is something that I have
been working hard for since
day one at SYFC. I am more
passionate now and want to be
a pilot definitely.
Chew Bao Sheng 208BFC.

Beginning my journey in SYFC wasn’t easy, since I
was already in year 2 of my studies. Time management
was critical. Knowing my passion in flying, many
of my school activities had to be pushed aside to
accommodate it. Definitely something that was
worth it. My first solo was indeed a nerve-racking one.
Finally after 18.8 hours of dual flight, Mr Siva my
instructor finally stepped out of the plane and there
I was alone to complete my first solo flight. I flew my
solo flight successfully. It was a life changing episode
for me. I want to be a pilot!
Gaines Goh Jia Jun 209BFC.

SAFETY LETTERS OF

COMMENDATION.
While Jasper was on final approach during a solo circuit
sortie on 18 Dec 2014, the primary display of Airspeed ,
Altitude and Vertical Speed was not functioning properly.
He immediately refer to the Standby Instruments for
information and landed the aircraft safely. For his calm
handling of an unexpected situation, he is awarded this
Safety Letter of Commendation.

Poh Han Hui
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Low Quan Lee, Jasper

Poh Yong Yao was flying a solo circuit sortie on
2 Jan 2014 when the Primary Flight Display was not
functioning properly on the upward leg. Yong Yao
concentrated on his flying using the standby instruments
and landed uneventfully. For his calm handling of the
unexpected situation, he is awarded this Safety Letter
of Commendation.

210BFC

PAC2-14

NEW BASIC
FLYING
COURSES.
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ACSI1-14

SYFC CCA STUDENTS’
FLYING EXPERIENCE
IN THE DA40 AIRCRAFT

YEO WEE HIAN SEAN
NUS (High):

FOO SUAN JIN, DARIO
St. Andrew’s Secondary School:

“The flight experience was an exciting
and informative one which started
from the preflight checks till landing.
The view of the ground from the
aircraft was breathtaking and I was
able to understand first-hand on
airmanship and its importance whilst
flying. All in all, the experience further
enhanced my passion for flying and
confirmed my decision to take up
flying training in SYFC.”

“The DA40 ride brought whatever
I’ve learnt from simulator classes to
life. Being able to sit beside the pilot
is an experience I will never forget.
Experiencing the G forces was the
most thrilling aspects of it all – much
like a rollercoaster ride. I am looking
forward to take up flying training.”
DENZEL CHUA FUNG JUN
Montfort Secondary School:
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“I have learnt much during the DA40
joyride. I experienced what it feels
like to be inside the plane. Before the
flight, I heard some of the messages
that were spoken before take off.
During the flight, I got to experience
the different effects while flying like
the G forces acting on us whilst
turning. It was a unique experience
to be given an opportunity to fly in a
plane with the pilot beside me.”

JAKE LING ZHI WEI
Hai Seng Catholic:

“The Diamond DA40 flying Experience
was amazing. It was the first time ever
being behind the controls of a plane.
The view from above was breathtaking. This has definitely motivated
me to work hard towards attaining the
PPL in the future.”

SYFC PARTICIPATION IN

SINGAPORE FLYING MACHINE
COMPETITION 2015.
A total of 230 students from 11 school YFCs
and the Open Unit participated in the Singapore
Amazing Flying Machine Competition in March
2015, organised jointly by DSO and Singapore
Science Centre. SYFC students participated
mainly in designing and building a small
unpowered glider to be propelled from a launcher
to achieve the longest range and in designing and
building a small remote-controlled air platform
capable of completing a series of exciting tasks.
Our school YFCs performed very well and won
several prizes in the competitions.
Students were very encouraged and inspired by
their performances, and are looking forward to
participate in next year’s competitions.

VISIT TO
SEMBAWANG AIR BASE

On 17 March 2015, a total of 84 CCA students
visited Sembawang Air Base to learn more about
its operations and role in the RSAF. All had a
familiarization flight in the Super Puma helicopter.
Participant Chong Cheng Hong from Evergreen
Secondary School:
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“I enjoyed the helicopter flight
tremendously, especially its tight
manoeuvring over Singapore.”
Austin Loh Shunwei from St.
Andrew’s Secondary School added
“I was particularly impressed with
the quick hot refueling operations.”

SYFC'S EXCELLENCE
AWARD 2014.

SYFC'S RECRUITMENT DRIVES
AT JUNIOR COLLEGES AND
POLYTECHNICS.

As part of our recruitment and publicity effort to
interest youths in aviation, the Singapore Youth
Flying Club gave out 8 Awards to the top CCA
students from River Valley High School, Bukit Panjang
Government High School, Anderson Secondary, Ang
Mo Kio Secondary, ACS(Barker), Monfort Secondary,
Bartley Secondary and Tanjong Katong Secondary
in FY1415.

SYFC was actively recruiting at Open Houses
and CCA Fairs of RI, CJC, NJC, HCI, SAJC, AJC,
VJC, CJC, TPJC, YJC, Temasek Polytechnic,
Singapore Polytechnic and Republic Polytechnic.
The response was good and many of the students
were surprised that they could be trained to fly
airplanes for free!

MOUNTBATTEN VOCATIONAL
SCHOOL VISITS SYFC.
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Singapore Youth Flying Club and Temasek
Polytechnic jointly hosted a group of students from
the Mountbatten Vocational School. The visitors
were delighted at the sight of a real aircraft and each
of them had their chance to sit in the cockpit of the
Diamond Aircraft.

LEARNING JOURNEY FOR

As part of its continuing learning journey, members of
the Singapore Youth Flying Club SQC team visited
Hwa Chong Institution. We were introduced to HCI’s
Broad-Based Education and Caring Environment
where staff and students are given the opportunities
to excel through learning . The school’s unique
Consortium System integrates academic studies and

SYFC SQC TEAM.

development of characters and interests for students
– a ‘school within a school system’ where teachers are
given full autonomy to develop their students based
on their needs. The Consortium System provides a
wider scope for the development of each student as
an indiviual based on their aspirations. The SYFC team
would like to thank HCI for hosting us.

SPOT THE PLANES CONTEST.
Prizes : 10 book vouchers worth $20 each.
1

2

Name the aircraft shown in the pictures above.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Name & NRIC No:
School:
Class:
Address:

Age:
Tel:
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SPOT the Planes Contest Winners November 2014
1. Lukas Bong

Tanjong Katong Secondary School

2. Carl Shane

Bukit View Secondary School

3. Jayden Lam Kai Hoe

Bedok Green Secondary School

4. Pang Kai Jin

Bedok Green Secondary School

5. Chong Cheng Hong

Evergreen Secondary School

6. Wong Jing Shuen

Evergreen Secondary School

7. Adsel Chew

Northbrooks Secondary School

8. Adon Yap

River Valley High School

9. Thomas Aung

Bukit View Secondary School

10. Keith Law Zer Kye

Montfort Secondary School
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Please submit this photocopy of this completed form to the CCA Manager,
SYFC, 515 West Camp Road, Singapore 797695 to reach us by 15 May
2015. Each person is only entitled to one entry, and only secondary school
students may participate. The decision for winners by SYFC is final. Results
will be published in the next newsletter.
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Open the One Force app, tap BONUS CONTENT, and test your skills
with our Mini Challenges.

